
Archaeology finds ancient, buried houses that are
hundreds of years old. We can find out how big rooms
were and how ancient houses were built.

Most houses in the past were built using methods
similar to atakwami (coursed earth) construction. Many
were used for very long times—floors were re-made,
rooms were added.

In the 1920s, the British embarked on a program of
laying out villages along a grid. Banda people were told
to leave their new villages behind and establish new
ones. People used the same atakwami methods that
their ancestors had, but the British may have changed
the standard size of a house plot.

In recent times, there have been significant changes to housing
materials. Many people prefer concrete block houses and metal
sheet roofing. However, these materials are more expensive and
must be imported from urban areas.

Rooms have gotten larger. Why? Some people say it is because
people today have more things—dishes, speakers, clothing. Some
families use rooms differently than in the past—to house nuclear
families, rather than age sets or the elders. Changing arrangements
of houses mirror changing ideas about family.

How does your house reflect your family’s organization?

Wall thickness of atakwami houses has changed. In the past walls
used to be almost twice as thick, which made the house strong. New
atakwami walls are much thinner, about the width of a concrete
block.

Why are people building thinner walls?

Atakwami architecture is more sustainable than 
other methods—it lasts longer and the materials 
are available locally and are inexpensive. 

Most people in Banda agreed that atakwami
construction is the most durable, longest lasting 
kind of house. Archaeological data agrees—this is 
the most common construction method in the 
past, and these houses were often occupied for a 
very long time.

Why do people prefer more expensive concrete 
block houses?
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OLD atakwami wall, much thicker NEW atakwami wall, much thinner

Can you see the 
traces of a house 
wall?

Can you find the 
floor and wall?
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